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FUNDING TRENDS

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

KEY OPPORTUNITIES

Norway has exceeded its own
ODA target of 1% of GNI since
2013, and there is a cross-party
consensus to maintain this
spending level.

Girls’ education is a top thematic
priority for Norway, along with
climate change and humanitarian
assistance

ODA increases linked to Norway's
1%-of-GNI commitment provides
opportunities to shape new
allocations, in line with the
government's focus areas

For Syria, where an estimated 2.8 million children are out of school because of conflict, Norway
and partners are funding an international competition to develop an open-source smartphone
app to help Syrian children learn how to read in Arabic.
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Norway Donor Profile

NORWAY
at a glance

Funding trends
•• Norway is the ninth-largest donor country in the Organisation for Econom-

ic Co-operation and Development (OECD), spending US$4.4 billion on net
official development assistance (ODA) in 2016 (in 2016 prices). This corresponds to 1.12% of its gross national income (GNI), making Norway the
largest donor in proportion to its economic size. There is a cross-party consensus to maintain this share.

•• Since 2015, Norway has used significant parts of its ODA budget to cover

the costs of hosting refugees within the country. However, stricter refugee
asylum regulations have allowed a redirection of ODA funds to be reallocated to development programs abroad in 2017.

Strategic priorities
•• Education for girls is a leading priority for Norway: since 2013, Prime Min-

ister Erna Solberg has prioritized girls’ education, doubling funding between 2013 and 2017, reaching totalling US$405 million in 2017 (NOK3.4
billion), according to the government.

•• Humanitarian assistance receives significant attention in Norway’s 2018

ODA budget: A 2017 white paper on the ‘Sustainable Development Goals
and Norwegian Development’ highlights humanitarian assistance as a key
priority. This is cemented by clear allocations for this focal area in their
2018 ODA budget.

•• Climate change and tropical forest protection is a key issue for Norway: The

Norwegian International Climate and Forest Initiative receives about
NOK3 billion per year (US$350 million) until 2020 to reduce greenhouse-gas
emissions in partner countries.

Key opportunities
•• Priorities are likely to remain unchanged, as the government of Prime Min-

ister Solberg was reelected in the fall of 2017. This continues to provide opportunities for advocates to shape the government’s work within the priorities it has defined since 2013, especially education and global health.

•• To engage effectively with the Norwegian government, it is important to

frame suggestions within the Sustainable Developmental Goals (SDGs)
context and to emphasize alignment. The SDGs serve as the ‘North Star’
for the government and is the foundation of their white paper on development cooperation.

•• Norway focuses increasingly on supporting private-sector development in

partner countries, especially where access to capital is scarce. Norfund, a
state-owned investment fund that supports the building of sustainable
businesses in partner countries, has increasingly received additional governmental funding, reaching US$200 million for 2018.
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KEY QUESTIONS
the big six

How much ODA does Norway provide?
Norway is committed to continue spending 1% of its
GNI on ODA
Driven by Norway’s economic growth, ODA volumes are
expected to increase in coming years. The ODA budget
for 2018 is set at US$4.1 billion (NOK35.1 billion). In 2016,
it spent US$4.4 billion (in 2016 prices), or 1.12% of its gross
national income (GNI), making Norway the largest donor
in relation to the size of its economy. Norway has reached
the UN 0.7% target since 1976 and is committed to maintaining ODA at 1% of its GNI. It has consistently met this
commitment since 2013.
In 2015, a particularly high number of asylum seekers
reached Norway (31,150, according to the Norwegian Directorate of Immigration). This has impacted ODA funding in two major ways: reallocations of funds from development programs to cover the costs of hosting refugees,
and higher volumes of reported ODA, driven by addition-
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al refugees-related costs outside of the ODA budget. In
2015 and 2016, in-country refugee costs made up respectively 11% and 18% of total ODA.
Starting in early 2016, Norway’s restrictive refugee policy
– as well as tighter border controls in Europe – led to a
sharp decrease in the number of asylum seekers (3,460 in
2016 and 3,500 in 2017), the lowest number since 1997.
This has taken pressure off the ODA budget. For 2018, the
budget to cover the costs of hosting refugees in Norway is
set at NOK1.4 billion (US$164 million). This is significantly lower than the NOK2.9 billion (US$345 million) budgeted in 2017. Looking forward, these costs are expected to
decrease further as a result of Norway’s stricter policy on
asylum.
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Further information: 2016 prices
To compare ODA levels in any given year with
ODA levels provided in other years, figures need
to be adjusted to account for inflation and
exchange rate fluctuations. The OECD provides
data that accounts for these fluctuations. In this
profile, and unless indicated otherwise, figures
are stated using 2016 prices.
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KEY QUESTIONS
the big six

What are Norway’s strategic priorities for
development?
Education, humanitarian assistance, and global
health are among top priorities
The Norwegian government has closely aligned its development policy with the UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals, ensuring alignment with global priorities.
This alignment is reflected in its ODA budget, which focuses on vulnerable countries, human rights, democracy, women's rights and gender equality, and fighting corruption. Priorities of Norway’s development policy are
spelled out in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA)’s
white paper, ‘ Common responsibility for a common future – the Sustainable Development Goals and Norwegian Development Policy’. They include:

•• Education: Norway fulfilled its commitment to

double spending between 2013 and 2017, from
NOK1.7 billion (US$211 million) to NOK3.4 billion
(US$422 million); focus is on girls’ education

•• Humanitarian assistance: Norway’s funding for

humanitarian assistance is steadily increasing. A
record NOK5.2 billion (US$619 million) is budgeted for humanitarian assistance for 2018, a US$16
million increase compared to 2017.

•• Global Health: Global health is a long-standing

priority of the Norwegian government. Focus is on
women’s and children’s health, as well as on
fighting AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria.

•• Education
•• Humanitarian assistance

•• Private sector development and job creation: In

•• Global health

2018, the government’s budget proposal allocated
NOK2 billion (US$248 million) for business
development, including through Norfund.

•• Private sector development
•• Climate change inclusive of the, environment, and

sustainable energy, which focuses on climate-change
adaptation and mitigation.

These priorities are reflected in the 2018 budget (see box).
Since 2013, the successive governments of Prime Minister (PM) Erna Solberg have placed a heavy focus on education, and particularly on girls’ education. Between
2013 and 2017, funding to the sector doubled, going from
NOK1.7 billion (US$202 million) to NOK3.4 billion
(US$405 million). A further NOK190 million (US$24 million) is planned in the 2018 budget, bringing total funding to US$429 million for 2018. In this context, Norway
provides particularly strong support to the Global Partnership for Education (GPE): It committed NOK2.07 billion (US$246 million) for 2018 to 2020, the second-largest
pledge. For more information, see Norway’s ‘Education
Deep Dive ’.
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Norway's key development priorities:

•• Climate, environment, and sustainable energy:

Budget for 2018 stands at NOK5.7 billion (US$679
million), with a focus on the Green Climate Fund
and the Global Environment Facility (GEF).

Humanitarian assistance is another focus area for the
Norwegian government. The government emphasizes
the connection between long-term development assistance and emergency humanitarian activities. Funding
for 2018 is set at a record-high NOK5.2 billion (US$619
million).
Global health is a traditional focus for Norway, continued
under the government of Prime Minister Erna Solberg.
The bulk of financing to the sector is channeled through
multilateral organizations: in 2015 (latest year for which
full data is available), Norway channeled 60% of its
health ODA as core contributions to multilateral organizations (US$332 million) and 19% as earmarked funding
to multilaterals for health projects. Major partner organizations are the Vaccine Alliance (Gavi) and the Global
Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria (Global
Fund).
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Norway has made a range of international commitments
in the sectors it prioritizes; the largest ones target humanitarian assistance, global health, and climate protection. They include, among others, a NOK10 billion
(around US$1.2 billion) allocation for Syria and its neighboring countries for 2016 to 2020, US$304 million to the
Global Fund for 2017 to 2019, and NOK1.6 billion (US$198
million) to the Green Climate Fund for 2015 to 2018. Norway’s priorities are reflected both in its multilateral funding and in its bilateral cooperation
Norway considers funding through multilateral organizations an effective way to pursue its theme-focused
agenda, termed ‘global schemes’. Norway supports multilateral organizations both through high levels of core
contributions (US$929 million in 2016, or 21% of its total
ODA), and through significant amounts channeled
through multilateral organizations as earmarked funding (US$980 million, or 22% of total ODA). This brings the
total amount of Norway’s multilateral ODA to US$1.9 billion, or 43% of its total ODA.
The strategic orientations of Norway’s ODA are reflected
in its bilateral funding. In 2016, the largest share was
used to cover the costs of hosting refugees in the country
(23% of bilateral ODA; or US$800 million). In line with
Norway’s strategic priorities, the second-, third-, and
fourth- largest sectors of bilateral ODA were humanitarian aid (US$447 million, or 13% of bilateral ODA), educa-
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tion (US$379 million, or 11%), and environmental protection (US$353, or 11%). Bilateral funding for humanitarian
assistance and education has been steadily increasing
since 2012.
Programs for environmental protection focus on reducing greenhouse gas emissions resulting from deforestation with selected partner countries. Under Norway’s International Climate and Forest Initiative (NICFI), Norway
pledged up to NOK3 billion (US$350 million) annually
until 2020 to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions caused
by deforestation. Brazil is the main partner country in
this initiative, leading it to be the second-largest recipient of Norway’s ODA in 2016.
In recent years, private sector development and job creation have gained significant importance. This is reflected
in Norway’s increasing ODA for financial services and
business support (from US$81 million in 2012 to US$186
million in 2016, or a 130% increase in real terms). Norway’s support to economic development in partner countries also goes through Norfund, a state-owned investment fund supporting private-sector activities in partner
countries, whose investments are not ODA-eligible.
Budgetary allocations from the MFA to Norfund reached
NOK1,685 million in 2018 (US$201 million), NOK187 of
which came from the ODA budget.
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Who are the main actors in Norwegian development
cooperation?
MFA steers strategy; embassies execute bilateral
programs
Norway currently has a minority government led by
Prime Minister (PM) Erna Solberg. The Conservative
Party (H) of Solberg and the Progress Party (FrP), both in
power since 2013, were re-elected in October 2017, and in
January 2018 the Liberal Party (V) joined the coalition. A
cross-party consensus to keep ODA levels at 1% of GNI remains. The government is supported in Parliament by
the Christian Democratic Party (KrF), which cooperates
with the government on an ad-hoc basis and is supportive of development assistance.
The Ministry for Foreign Affairs (MFA) is responsible
for setting the strategic direction of Norway’s development cooperation. It is led since October 2017 by former
Minister of Defense Ine Eriksen Søreide (H), with support
from State Secretary Audun Halvorsen (H), State Secretary Marianne Hagen (H), and political advisor Bård Ludvig Thorheim. In January 2018, the Minister of the European Economic Area and EU Affairs within the MFA was
replaced with a Minister of International Development, Nikolai Astrup. The new minister, sitting within
the MFA, is in charge of ODA policy. He is supported in
his work by State Secretary Jens Frølich Holte (H) and
political advisor Jenny Clemet von Tetzschner.
The MFA and Norway’s embassies administer the majority of development assistance. The MFA has more than
500 staff members working on development cooperation,
half of whom are based in Norway’s embassies overseas.
Within the MFA, the Department for Regional Affairs
manages bilateral development cooperation. The Department for Economic Relations and Development is in
charge of development policies, climate and the environment, and multilateral development banks. The Department for UN and Humanitarian Affairs is responsible for
multilateral cooperation with UN agencies, humanitarian affairs, and global initiatives.
Other relevant ministries include the Ministry of Climate
and Environment, which manages the budget for the
Norwegian International Climate and Forest Initiative
(NICFI), the Ministry of Justice, which manages budget
lines for costs related to hosting refugees in Norway,
partly reported as ODA, and the Ministry of Education
and Research.
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Norad, the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation, and Norfund, Norway’s Development Finance Institution, play key roles in policy development, priority setting, and implementation. Both agencies operate under
the supervision of the MFA.
•• Norad is responsible for providing advice and quality

assurance to the MFA and Norwegian embassies. It
provides technical advice to embassies on the planning and implementation of bilateral programs, conducts independent evaluations, and manages funds
based on the strategic directions outlined in the appropriation letter from the MFA. Norad has a staff
count of 230 and is led by Director Jon Lomøy. It has
no country offices. In January 2017, the government
transferred responsibility for global health and education policy from the MFA to Norad.

•• Norfund is a state-owned investment fund. Estab-

lished in 1997, it supports private-sector activities in
developing countries and focuses on renewable energy, agribusiness, and financial institutions. In 2016,
Norfund was managing investments worth over
NOK16.8 billion (US$2 billion) with a staff count of 69
employees. In 2018, total funding from the government for Norfund amounted to NOK1,685 million
(US$200 million), a NOK187 million increase from
2017 (US$22 million). Of this funding, NOK319 million
(US$38 million) was sourced from the ODA budget.

Parliament: Within the Norwegian parliament, the
Committee of Foreign Affairs and Defense is in charge of
development policy. Its main role is to scrutinize government and prepare recommendations on draft legislation.
It comments and votes on the government’s ‘white papers’, which outline strategies regarding development
and the MFA’s budget. Usually, Parliament only passes
minor amendments to government drafts.
Civil Society: Norwegian civil society organizations
(CSOs) and faith-based organizations play an important
role in development policy. Domestically, Norwegian
CSOs play an important role in educating the public
about development issues and act as watchdogs by critically assessing Norway’s development policy and carrying out lobbying activities targeted at parliament and
other governmental institutions. These organizations
also implement development projects. In countries with
regimes marked by oppression and discrimination, the
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Norwegian government prefers to work with CSOs. In total, 50 CSOs coordinate their advocacy and research work
within the umbrella association, Forum for Utvikling og
Miljø (Forum for Development and Environment; ForUM).

NORWAY'S DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION SYSTEM
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the big six

How is the Norwegian ODA budget structured?
Most ODA is managed by the MFA, which allocates
the majority of its funding to a ‘global schemes’
portfolio targeted at addressing various thematic
priorities

Overview: the 2018 ODA budget
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Administration costs

According to the 2018 budget, ODA is set to stand at
NOK35.1 billion (US$4.2 billion) in 2018, a NOK1.3 billion
increase from 2017 (around US$150 million). ODA comes
from two main sources: the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(MFA) and the Ministry of Climate and Environment.

Bilateral spending

The MFA provides 91% (NOK32.0 billion, or US$3.8 billion) of the ODA budget. The MFA’s budget for development assistance is divided into four major envelopes: 1)
administrative costs, 2) bilateral spending, 3) ‘global
schemes’, and 4) multilateral spending.

Global Schemes

The ‘bilateral spending’ envelope is composed of budget
lines for regions (Africa, Asia, Middle East and North Africa, and Latin America). The ‘multilateral spending’ envelope is divided into budget lines for funding for UN
agencies and multilateral financial institutions. In 2018,
85% of Norway’s funding to the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB; NOK162 million or US$19 million)
is counted as ODA. It is disbursed by the MFA but sits outside of the four main envelopes listed above.
The 'global schemes’ envelope receives by far the largest
funding by the MFA, amounting to 57% of all Norway’s
ODA expenditure in 2018: it combines bilateral and multilateral funding for thematic priorities. There are currently 10 global schemes in Norway’s ODA budget : 1)
global health and education; 2) emergency aid, humanitarian aid and human rights; 3) civil society and democracy; 4) business development; 5) peace, reconciliation
and democracy; 6) climate, environment, and renewable
energy; 7) costs of hosting refugees in Norway; 8) research, capacity-building and evaluation; 9) transitional
assistance; and 10) women’s rights and gender equality.
The largest envelopes correspond to the government priorities (see table).

Africa

millions millions
NOK
US$
32,043

3,815

1,933

230

4,061

483

2,329

277

Asia

817

97

Middle East and North Africa

726

86

Latin America

190

23

20,126

2,396

Global Health and education

5,211

620

Emergency aid, humanitarian aid and
human rights

4,912

585

Civil society and democracy

2,192

261

Business development

2,007

239

Peace, reconciliation and democracy

1,506

179

Climate, environment and renewable
energy

1,493

178

Costs for refugees in Norway

1,380

164

Research, capacity building and evaluation

594

71

Transitional assistance

485

58

Women's rights and gender equality

347

41

5,761

686

Multilateral spending
UN agencies

3,551

423

Multilateral financial institutions

1,892

225

319

38

Debt relief and capacity building
Funding for AIIB

162

19

3,000

357

Ministry of Finance

42

5

Office of the Auditor General

36

4

Ministry of Climate and Environment

Ministry of Education and Research
Total ODA Budget

16

2

35,138

4,183

Source: MFA budget draft 2018, parliamentary and govenmernt amendments

In addition, the Ministry of Climate and Environment
provides NOK3.0 billion (US$351 million) in ODA, mainly
for Norway’s International Climate and Forest Initiative
(NICFI). The initiative aims to slow, halt, and eventually
reduce greenhouse-gas emissions from deforestation
and forest degradation in partner countries.
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What are important decision-making opportunities in
Norway's annual budget process?
Indicative ministerial budget ceiling is set in March;
budget details are determined from April to August
The Norwegian budget process runs over a two-year period: preparatory work starts about a year before the actual
fiscal year, and the ongoing budget may be amended in
the spring and in the autumn.
•• Ministries prepare initial internal budget drafts:

•• Second budget conference – government makes

final decision on overall draft budget: Usually in
late August/September, the government holds its second budget conference to agree on final ministerial
budget caps and political priorities. At this stage, the
government approves the overall ODA volume and
funding for major initiatives; it usually does not debate further details of the ODA budget.

From November 20 to the end of January, Norad and
Norwegian embassies prepare the budget input to the
relevant ministries, which in turn start their preparations for developing their budget for the following
year. Budget suggestions by the ministries are due by
January 25. Key stakeholders during this period are
leaders at the Norwegian embassies, Norad, and Ministry for Foreign Affairs (MFA)’s leadership.

•• The government presents its budget proposal to

•• First budget conference – Government decides on

November, Parliament debates the government’s
budget draft. The Standing Committee on Finance
and Economic Affairs can amend the proposed ceilings and detailed allocations for main expenditure areas up until November. Under the current government,
amendments to the ODA budget are negotiated between the members of the coalition parties (Conservative Party, Progress Party, and the Liberal Party) and
the supporting parties (currently Christian Democrats). The Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs
and Defense may propose amendments. However, in
practice, the Committee on Finance leads on reallocations between budget lines. The additional proposals
need to be presented by November 10.

indicative ministerial budget ceilings: By March,
Norwegian embassies and Norway’s development
agency Norad have prepared their preliminary internal budgets for development programs. MFA and Norad leadership ultimately make decisions on budget
allocations. In parallel, embassies start identifying
bilateral projects for the coming year. Ministerial
budget proposals are presented to the government at
its first budget conference around March 10, on the basis of which the government sets indicative budget
ceilings for each ministry; these are handed out
around March 20.

•• The MFA further refines internal budgets: Once

the government has set the MFA’s indicative spending,
the MFA further develops its budget from April to July/
August within this framework. Requests for increases
need to be strategically targeted towards the MFA’s
Departments for Regional Affairs and Development,
UN and Humanitarian Affairs, and Economic Relations and Development.
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Parliament: Around September 20, the ‘Yellow book’,
the Government’s first proposal, is approved. In the
beginning of October, the budget proposal is presented to Parliament. From October to December, the MFA
and the other ministries adapt their budget draft to
the final caps.

•• Parliament debates draft budget: From October to

•• Parliament approves budget: By mid-December,

the Parliament signs off on the budget for the upcoming year.
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How is Norway’s ODA spent?
Norway significantly contributes to the multilateral
system
Norway considers multilateral organizations an effective
way to pursue its theme-focused development agenda. In
2016, core contributions to multilateral organizations accounted for a relatively low share of total ODA (21%, or
US$929 million) in comparison to other DAC members
(average: 38%). This is mostly due to high costs of hosting
refugees in Norway, which is reported as bilateral ODA.
However, Norway provides large shares of ODA as earmarked funding to multilateral organizations, which is
also reported as bilateral ODA. Such financing amounted
to US$980 million in 2016, or 22% of total ODA, well above
the average of members of the OECD’s Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of 11%. In total, funding for
and through multilaterals together amounted to US$1.9
billion, or 43% of total ODA (DAC average 59%).
Since 2011, much of the additional funding for ODA has
been channeled through earmarked funding to multilaterals, in support of Norway’s thematic initiatives. Between 2013 and 2016, earmarked funding increased by
23%, up from US$797 million in 2013. Alongside multilaterals, civil society organizations (CSOs) implement a
large share of Norway’s bilateral assistance: in 2016, 22%
of bilateral ODA was channeled through CSOs (well above
the DAC average of 16%). The remaining share of bilateral
ODA was mostly implemented in country programs by
Norwegian embassies and the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (Norad).
Since 2014, Norway has channeled all its bilateral ODA as
grants. It does so to reduce the debt burden of low-income countries.
In parallel, the government’s increasing focus on private-sector development has driven higher level of investments through Norfund. Norfund is a state-owned
investment fund that supports private-sector activities
in partner countries through equity investments and
other tools. These investments are not reported as ODA
to the OECD, but are an increasing channel through
which Norway contributes to sustainable growth in developing countries.
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Who are Norway’s ODA recipients?
Norway’s bilateral assistance has a major focus on
low-income countries
Norway focuses its bilateral ODA strongly on low-income
countries. Because of the high share of bilateral ODA that
is not reported as being allocated to a specific country
(56% between 2014 and 2016 due to high costs of hosting
refugees in Norway, earmarked funding to multilaterals,
and support to CSOs), low-income countries officially accounted for less than one-quarter of bilateral ODA over
that period (23%). However, when only considering bilateral ODA allocated to specific countries, low-income
countries received just over half (52%) of bilateral ODA.
Geographically, sub-Saharan Africa receives by far the
largest share of bilateral ODA (19% between 2014 and
2016), followed by the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) region and Asia (each 9%).
According to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA)’s 2017
white paper on the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), Norway will focus its bilateral cooperation on 20
to 25 partner countries, excluding funding for humanitarian assistance or ODA through civil society and Norfund. Partner countries are divided in three categories:
•• Countries for long-term development cooperation,

with which Norway has a long-standing engagement
(including Ethiopia, Malawi, Myanmar, Nepal, and
Tanzania). Uganda and Liberia have also been proposed as members of this group.

•• Countries directly or indirectly affected by conflict,

including Afghanistan, Haiti, Mali, Palestine, Somalia, and South Sudan. Niger, Syria, Jordan, and Lebanon have also been suggested as members of this
group.

•• Countries in which efforts to address common global

challenges (e.g., climate change, global health, global
security) are particularly impactful, including Brazil,
Colombia, Indonesia, Nigeria, Tunisia, and South Africa. For example, Norway’s on-going forestry investment as part of the Norwegian International Climate
and Forest Initiative (NICFI) drives high levels of ODA
to certain middle-income countries with large rain
forests, e.g., Indonesia and Brazil. Between 2014 and
2016, nearly all of Norway’s funding to Brazil – the second-largest beneficiary of Norway’s ODA – was channeled through the NICFI.
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How is bilateral funding programmed?
Embassies lead programming of bilateral cooperation
Annual appropriation letters from the MFA to the Norwegian embassies form the basis for ODA programming.
The letters outline priorities for the following year. The
MFA develops the letters (with input from embassies, Norad, and experts), and sends them to the embassies once
the budget is approved. During the budget drafting period, funding priorities for the coming year can still be influenced, although Norway usually focuses on the same
long-standing priority sectors. Key influencers include
leadership and program officers in Norwegian embas-
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sies, and regional sections within the MFA’s Department
for Regional Affairs and Development.
Programming of bilateral ODA is led by the Norwegian
embassies. Embassies have ample financial and programming authority within the priorities set by the annual appropriation letters. They develop annual work
plans and agreements for bilateral programs, which are
then reviewed by Norad. Embassies usually make commitments to partner countries over a three-year period.
However, exact annual funding levels are only determined in the appropriation letters, and such multi-year
commitments are only made for programs directly administered by the embassies.
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NORWAY
outlook

How will Norwegian's ODA develop?
•• Norway spends 1% of its GNI on ODA: It has done so since 2013, and there is

a cross-party consensus to keep this target. This commitment means it is
likely that Norway’s ODA will increase in absolute terms if the economy
continues to grow. However, reduced oil prices since 2016 have put pressure on public expenditure as Norway’s oil revenues have decreased. This
might limit the number of new development-related initiatives launched
by the government and require a prioritization of initiatives it supports.

•• Costs of hosting refugees in Norway are sharply decreasing from 2017 on-

wards: they will likely remain at low-levels in the coming years. Within the
1% framework, this means that funding for development programs abroad
is likely to increase.

What will Norway’s ODA focus on?
•• Norway’s current top priorities, are education; humanitarian assistance;

private-sector development and job creation; global health; and climate;
environment; and sustainable energy. This opens up opportunities around
these issues and around intersection between these sectors.

•• Private-sector development is a key focus of Norwegian ODA: It is a tool

intended to support partner countries in becoming independent from
ODA. Norfund is the government’s main investment body, aiming to facilitate growth in partner countries. It focuses strongly on renewable energy
(more than a quarter of its investments in 2016).

What are key opportunities for shaping
Norway’s development policy?
•• The MFA’s 2017 white paper is strongly aligned with the SDGs: they are a

North Star for Norwegian foreign and development policy. Linking initiatives with the SDGs is crucial when engaging with the Norwegian government and other stakeholders.

•• Education is a cornerstone of Prime Minister Erna Solberg’s development

policy: she has made it a top priority of her government, with a particular
focus on girls’ education. Funding has doubled between 2013 and 2017, and
further increases are planned in the 2018 budget. This provides opportunities to leverage more funding for areas with close links to education.

•• The MFA is currently conducting a review of its former strategy on agricul-

ture ODA: the previous one phased out in 2016. The results of this review
will shape Norway’s future policy on agriculture, and thus provide opportunities to engage around allocations to the sector.
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END NOTES
donor tracker

About the Donor Tracker
The Donor Tracker seeks to advance and support progress in global development by providing advocates with easy
access to high-quality quantitative and qualitative strategic information to support their work. The Donor Tracker is
a free, independent website for development professionals that provides relevant information and analysis on 14
major OECD donors.
For more in-depth information on the six donor countries covered in this analysis and to find out more about strategic
priorities, funding trends, decision-making, and key opportunities, please visit: donortracker.org and follow us on
twitter @DonorTracker
The Donor Tracker is an initiative by:
SEEK Development
Strategic and Organizational Consultants GmbH
Cotheniusstraße 3
10407 Berlin
Tel: +49 (0)30-4202-5211
E-mail: donortracker@seekdevelopment.org
www.seekdevelopment.org
SEEK Development is grateful for contributions from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation in support of this work.
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